
Width Measure

Inside-Inside of 

frame; BEFORE

the radius. Do 

not bend tape.

Width Measure

Inside-Inside of 

frame; BEFORE

the radius. Do 

not bend tape.

Length Measure

Inside-Inside right 

down the middle, 

and over the 

console area to 

include crown

Bow

NO

YES
Inside - inside

Stern

NOTE: 

All measurements should be taken 

inside-inside of FRAME, not old canvas. 

Side-side measurements; 

Just reach up and measure inside-

inside of frame; both front and back as 

shown green arrows. Keep tape 

straight. Do not bend.

Length measurement;

Should be taken with tape resting over 

topside of console area to include 

crowning, yet still inside-inside of 

frame, right down the middle.

If canvas is still on the frame, please 

mark with Sharpie (from underside) 

EVERYTHING welded to the hoop; 

support bars, rocket launchers, 

spreader lights, tubing, etc. REASON;  

to avoid for grommet placement, 

especially if they are outside of frame 

because they could offset lacing. 

(anything that touches the frame, even 

outside grab bar weld points). 

Marks only need to be 2-3” long.

Rocket Launchers ?  mark them

Spreader Lights ?  
mark them

Color

______________

Frame (A,B,C,D,E,F)

______________

Width (Front)

_________________

Width (Aft)

_________________

Length

_________________

Please include this form with your old cover.

This form is the  intellectual property of A-Team Marine, LLC. Illegal copy or distribution  will be prosecuted to full extent of the law.

Phone #

_________________

Email address

_________________

outside



There are many different types of T-Top frames. Which type most resembles yours? Please 
write the letter of yours on previous page.

Here’s what you do:

1. Make a few marks on the underside of your canvas 2”-3” long where all obstructions are.

2. Take off your old cover to measure the FRAME.

3. Measure your frame inside-inside as shown on diagram, then write them on the 1st page drawing after you print it. 

4. Mail your old top to us along with 1st page of this form.

5. Include a check or money order payable to A-Team Marine or:

PayPal payment to Dave@ateammarine.com or:

A-Team Marine
1430 Elm Terrace

Titusville, Fl  32780

321-268-5484
www.ateammarine.com

mailto:Dave@ateammarine.com


BEFORE  REMOVING  YOUR  OLD  T-TOP  COVER

We do not like duplicating mistakes, therefore we are asking you to place some marks on the 
underside of canvas before removing it and supplying 3 simple measurements

• Marking
From the underside of your old T-Top Cover, take a Sharpie, or grease pencil, and make a 2” – 3” mark on each side of 

your support bars. Also, mark additional areas such as rocket launchers, spreader lights, outside grab rails, in fact,
Mark everything that is welded to the hoop. These are areas we do not want to put a grommet because it will off-
set your lacing, whether they be on the inside or the outside of your framework. Sometimes we will put the grommets 
back in the same place, but other times we see evidence where they should have been placed differently.
We cannot see what is on the outside, so that is why we ask you to mark those areas.

• Measuring
We must measure INSIDE to INSIDE of the FRAMEWORK because that is the size of the canvas once it is made up. Outside 

measurements are no good to us.
When measuring width / side-side, just reach up and measure inside-inside before the corner at both front and back 

without bending your tape.
When measuring length, measurement should be taken with tape resting over topside console area to include crowning, 

yet still inside-inside of frame, right down the middle.

We take pride in our work and we pay attention to detail, where others don’t always. If we are going to 
make you a new T-Top Cover, let’s do it right and not duplicate any mistakes. We see them come into 
the shop in all ways, shapes, and forms, and try our best to give you the best fit we can. We know it’s 
scary to order anything custom over the Internet and expect 100% satisfaction, and that is why we go 
the extra mile.

Thanks for trusting our abilities. We appreciate it and will do a good job for you !!


